The constraint tree provides a uniform framework for representing many loop transformations.
Introduction
Many vectorizing compilers perform complex program transformations by proceeding through a series of phases. Each phase considers a small group of program transformations and either modifies the intermediate language (IL) to reflect the change, or does not perform the transformation.
The decision to modify the IL, made at a local level, can lead to transformations being performed that adversely affect the final code. For example, if scalar expansion is performed before being assured that vectorization of the rest of the statement is possible, then either some later phase must undo the expansion or additional compiler complexity is required to generate code as efficient as that for scalars.
In this paper, we present a vectorization model that allows for an aggressive set of vectorization transformations to be considered, yet does not change the IL until profitVability has been established.
The model is particulrrrly useful for generating code that exhibits good locality of reference and ellicient use of caches. The key to this model is the introduction of the constraint data structure ancl a series of phases which operate on it.
We initially represent (by constraints) the skeleton of loops that must run serially in order for data dependences to be satisfied.
Then, as more information is collected and profitability established, additional loops
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0 1989 ACM 0-S9791-309-4/89/006~0 195 $1.50 are constrained to run in a variety of ways and positions. For example, a loop may be constrained to run in the innermost position if that will allow memory references to be eliminated. Or a loop may be constrained to execute with modified bounds if the loops accessing a triangular matrix are interchanged. This work differs from Kennedy and Allen's [AK871 work in that selecting a level for vectorization is clear1y separated from the problem of generating correct vector and parallel code. We do not both find cycles and transform the IL to generate vector code at the same time, because we want to find vectorizable and parallel loops that we can exploit efficiently, rather than find all the parallelism available.
Scarborough and Kolsky [SK861 do separate finding cycles from computing profitability, but once a level is selected for vectorization it is assumed that all other loops will run serially in their original order. Our model finds strongly connected regions to generate an initial set of required serial loops, but regions that do not have dependences carried by a certain loop will leave that loop fully unconstrained, implying that the loop can run in any position and in any form.
In the next section we use a simple matrix multiply example to show the kinds of transformations we want to perform. La.ter sections clescribe the compiler phases that build constraints and use them to analyze a nest of loops -and select an efficient parallel and vector execution method for the nest.
Matrix Multiply
A poorly cocled ma.trix multiply example shows some of the transformations we achieve with constraints. The code fragment0 in Figure 1 may execute poorly for a variety of reasons. First, if the target machine has virtual memory or caches and the J level is selected for vectorization, then striding through the array A with la.rge strides will result in many cache and translation buffer misses. Second, if both parallel and vector code are being generated then running the I loop in parallel will result in many processors trying to access the same cache line causing many unnecessary invalidates.
A better way to write the code for a vector machine would be as in figure 2. If vectorization on the I loop is selected, then the vector load and store of A can be moved out of the K loop thus reducing the memory traffic. In addition, the vector load of B is a stride one load, and C is accessed sequentially.
Parallelizing the J loop is also legal and desirable, resulting in few cache invalidates and plenty of work for each processor.
Compiler Model
Our compilation model is a serial execution of many phases.
Each A loop carried dependence exists if two references that access the same memory location do so on different iterations of a common loop. In figure 4 , a loop independent data dependence exists between the store to A (I) and the succeeding fetch from A(I).
DO I
A (1) does not make the statements at the head and tail of the dependence edge access a common location, then we place an "=" in the direction vector. We say a dependence is satisfied by the loop structure if there exists a serial loop common to both references and the dependence is carriecl by that loop with known direction.
A satisfied dependence can effectively be ignored and the memory references can be arranged in ally order within the loop nest and still preserve the semantics of the scalar program. Loop independent dependences can never be ignored, but the loop structure around the references can be freely rearranged and still preserve the semantics of the scalar program.
[Alle83] A loop carried dependence for loop I is consiclered innermost sensitive [SK86] if, when the I loop is moved to the innermost position, there is no other serial loop that will satisfy the dependence between the two references.
5
Constraint Trees
We use constraints to indicate the loop structure desired in the compiled code. A single constraint is "relevant" to a number of statements, and it indicates that those statements are to share a common loop. The constraint also describes attributes of the loop (for example, loop must be serial, or loop should be moved toward the inside).
After the Sched phase, each statement! 1la.s a set, of constraints that completely describe the loops that will surround it. These constraints are naturally represented a.s a tree, just as the loop structure is, and each statement points into the tree. Statements that share part of a constraint tree are guaranteed to be in a common loop structure defined by the shared portion of the tree. The constraints relevant to a single statement are just those on the constraint list from its leaf to the root of this tree. The order of the constraints indicates the desired nesting order of the loops: the loop described by a constraint is nested (directly) inside the loop described 
ENDDO ENDDO ENDDO Figure 6 : Example. Figure 7 shows the constrn.int8 tree built by the clanstrain phase for this example.
The first row after the Null constraint shows the constraints required for vectorizing on the I loop; the next row is the root of another tree of possibilities where I is run seria.lly. Statements Sl and S2 share a common ancestor in their respective trees (namely the "(else), Serial I" constraint), so they a.re required to either both be vect80rized 011 the I loop or both share a common I serial loop. Since the 0111~ constraint S3 shares with S1 and S2 is the Null constraint, S3 may 1)~ f9t,irely in its own loop structure. Figure 8 shows the previous constraint tree with its thread links. 
Constrain
Constrain is the first phase after depenclence analysis. It builds an initial constraint tree that tries to constrain only those loops that must run serially for correct execution. The details are in Figure 9 . In order to understand the algorithm it is necessary to understaud how the different dependence graphs are constructed. Assume we have a dependence graph G = (V, E) where V is a set of statement vertices aad E is a set of edges in V x V where each edge e in E is labelled by a direction vector ed,, .
We first define the lewef i dependence graph Gi. Intuitively, Gi is the dependence graph that is left after ignoring ,edges whose dependences can be satisfied by running a loop ,outside of level i serially. The directed graph %i = (V, I?;) where Ei = {(vl,v2)] (ul, u2) E E ancl "<n in DL (i, 1, (ul, u2) ,~,,) or ((~2, ~1) E E aud ">" in D-W, 1, (~2, ul)dt,)). DL is a function which returns a dependence direction given a loop level to start looking am1 a direction vector. More formally: The algorithm determines a region that requires constraints if 1 is to be vectorized. To determine which loops must run serially over the region, procedure innermost checks for cycles that would be carried by inner loops if 1 were moved to the innermost position.
We define the level i dependence graph with level j innermosted, where j < i, as the directed graph Gi<j = (V, l3i.j) where Ei.j = ((~1, v2)I (~1, u2) f E and "<" in DL(j, 1, DI(j, (ul, u2),1,,)) or (~2, ~1) E E and ">" in DL(j, 1, Dl(j, (~2, u1),1,,))}. DI is a function that takes a'direction vector and returns a new direction vector with a certain loop innermosted. More formally: For each cycle found in the region, innermost finds &n-level, the outermost loop carrying a dependence in the cycle, as defined by Allen[Alle83] .
It suggests which loop may break the cycle by satisfying that dependence. The algorithm notes that a constraint is required for this loop, and continues looking deeper. After finding all the loops requiring a constraint, the constraints are built (adding thread links as we go). An additioual constraint, indicating that 1 should run serially if it is not vectorized, is also constructed and threaded to the last constraint built. The constraint requiring 1 to ruu serially allows us to ignore any dependences that are satisfied by this loop when considering whether inner loops can be vectorized.
The constraint tree built by Constrah may have a branch for every loop in the nest, indicating which loops must run serially over some region for a candidate loop to be vectorized for the region. Along the "backbone" of the tree are those loops that must run serially for any 
Example
An example may help to clarify the algorithm for building the initia.1 set, of constraints.
Using the example from figure G, the initial call to constrain places a. workitem on the queue with depth 1, md stat.ement,s {Sl, S2, S.7).
Finding strongly connected regions of Gr results in two regions:
one consisting of statements {Sl, S2) and the other of statement (S3). The first call to innermost has the arguments ({Sl, 521, I, 1) implying that we should try to innermost the I loop and look for cycles in loops at level 1 and deeper.
The same cycle is found again, with a minlevel referring to the J loop. Thus, a note is made to constrain the J loop to run serially when vectorizing at I. Innermost is called recursively and two separa.te strongly connected regions are found: {Sl} and (S2). The latter region is acyclic, and is ignored.
The former region has a min-level referring to the K loop, so a note is made to run the K loop serially.
Innermost is again called recursively but, no cyclic regions are found. After returning from the recursive calls two constraints are built: one for the J loop and one for the K loop. Another constraint requiring the I loop to be serial if not vectorizing on I is constructed ancl statements Sl and S2 are made to point to this constraint. Finally a new item with depth 2 and statements Sl and S2 is placed on the work queue.
Innermost is then called with arguments ({ S3}, I, 1). A cycle consisting of (S3) is found again and a note is made to constrain the L loop to run serially. The recursive call does not find any cyclic regions, so upon return, constraints for L and I are created and S3 is made to point to the I constraint.
The item describing statements (Sl, S2) and depth 2 is removed from the work queue and two regions are found, but only t,he region consisting of (Sl} is cyclic. Innermost is ca.lled with arguments ({Sl}, J, 2) n.nd a cycle is found with min-level referring to the K loop. After returning to constrain, a level K constraint is built as well as the constraint for level J to run serially assuming J is not vectorized. Statement Sf is made to point to the J constraint and an item is added to the work queue with depth 3.
The item is removed from the work queue and {Sl} is still found to be in a cycle and a call to innermost is made. The K loop is found to carry the cycle (even when innermosted which it alreacly happens to be) so it is marked as requiring a serial constraint. Upon returning to constrain, since the loop we are trying to vectorize must run serially, Sl is marked as vector prevented at level K, the final K constraint is geneiated, and a new item is placed on the work queue.
When this item is removed from the work queue, there are no cycles a.nd we are done. The first is when a cycle can be broken by an inner loop level, but there is a dependence carried by an outer level. The constraint tree will require the outermost loop to run serially when vectorizing at the inner level even if there may be another more inner level that will satisfy the constraint.
Limitations
The second loss of precision is due to the requirement that all statements that share one constraint must also share the constraints that its thread link points to. For example, it may be that Sl and S2 need to share the constraint "(else), serial I", without needing to share the constraint "vector I, serial K". The threaded representation will cause them to share this constraint, so that if they are vectoriaed on the I loop they will be placed within a common K loop. III practice, this doesn't seem to be a. serious problem.
(In our example, the "vector I, seria. In order to get a legal order, a topological sort is performed.
The nodes of the graph to be sorted are the constraints and statements, and the edges are a subset of the dependence edges. Since all the statements that share a constraint c must be scheduled into the same instance of the loop described by the constraint, none of them can he ~;rl~rGli~lcd nnt,il it is giinrnnt.eecl tSlin.t. a.11 of them will be scheduled before the loop represented by c is closed. This is the reason why the topological sort must consider the constraints in addition to the statements.
A dependence edge is only considered for the topological sort if it is not satisfied by the serial constraints that are common to the head and tail of the edge.
We first count how many edges come in to each constraint or statement. An edge is counted at the sha.llowest constraint that applies to the head but not the tail, or a.t the head statement if all of its constraints are shared by the tail. The topological sort keeps a list of available nodes, initially containing only the null constra.int. When a constraint is scheduled, all its children (constraints or statements) whose counts are zero get placed on the list of available nodes. The scheduler is goal directed aud greedy. It tries to schedule as many statements as possible before changing the loop structure.
If the loop structure must be modified and the current goal requires the current loop structure ancl more, then a deeper loop (consistent with the goal) is opened.
Otherwise, a loop is closed. By maintaining a. goal, no unnecessary loop structure is ever generated, and the loops generated for different constraints are fused when possible.
Conclusions
The constraint tree provides a uniform fra.mework for representing many loop transformations, some of which ha.ve been described in this paper. It allows us to estimate the performance of several alternative execution methods before committing to auy of the transformations.
All of the optimizations mentioned in this paper have been implemented.
The implementation is very efficient with the number of constraints required quite small. The final code is excellent with good use of vector registers and a reducecl number of vector memory operations at the innermost loop level. The required memory references often stride by one elemeut, result,iug in improved translation buffer and cache performance. In additiou, we believe the model lends itself to constraining loops to run with different chunk sizes, and also to coustrniniug a loop to run backwards if necessary to sa.tisfy what a.ppear to be dependences that prevent a loop from being innermosted.
